MINUTES OF THE 37TH INTERGOVERNMENTAL MEETING
La Jolla, California, USA
October 17, 1998

The 37th Intergovernmental Meeting (IGM) was held in La Jolla, California, USA, on October 17, 1998.

1. Opening of the meeting

The meeting was called to order by Biol. Harold Müller-Gelinek, Chairman of the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC), on October 17, 1998, at 11:10 a.m. The attendees are listed in Appendix 1.

2. Election of a Chairman

Mr. Müller suggested that Dr. Michael F. Tillman of the United States serve as Chairman of the meeting. All agreed, so Dr. Tillman assumed the chairmanship.

3. Approval of the Agenda

After a brief discussion, the provisional agenda which had been distributed to the attendees was approved. This is reproduced as Appendix 2.

4. Status of effort to ratify the Agreement on the International Dolphin Conservation Program

The Chairman said that the Agreement on the International Dolphin Conservation Program had been signed by representatives of ten countries, and had been ratified by one. Four ratifications are necessary for it to enter into force. Representatives of most of the nations present reported that those nations would ratify the Agreement before the end of 1998. In addition, the representative of the European Union said that it would ratify the Agreement at the same time as it acceded to the IATTC Convention.

5. Report of the International Review Panel

The Chairman turned the floor over to Ms. Wanda Cain of the United States, Presider of the 19th meeting of the International Review Panel (IRP), which took place on October 13-14, 1998, who summarized the results of that meeting. Full-year dolphin mortality limits (DMLs) for 1998 had been issued to 98 vessels. The average mortality per vessel, to date, was 18.7 dolphins, and no vessel had exceeded its DML. DMLs had been requested for 126 vessels for 1999. The Panel decided that the individual-vessel DML would be 39.68 animals, and that the government of each nation would sum the values of 0.68 for all its vessels and allocate that amount among its vessels in accordance with Paragraph 3 of the La Jolla Agreement. The Panel agreed to recommend an increase in vessel assessments for funding the International Dolphin Conservation Program to the equivalent of $15.05 per short ton of carrying capacity to cover increased costs. It was further agreed to recommend that the basis for the assessments for 1999 be the volume of the vessels' wells, in cubic meters. The Panel agreed to recommend to the IGM that it
accept the proposals of the working group on qualification of fishing captains. It also agreed on recommendations concerning the use of divers to rescue dolphins and special-problem sets. Finally, the Panel discussed the data on possible infractions reported by onboard observers since the previous IRP meeting.

The representative of Ecuador pointed out that if measurement of vessel capacity were changed the assessments would have to change accordingly. Dr. Robin L. Allen, Assistant Director of the IATTC, said that the assessment of $15.05 per short ton converts to $14.18 per cubic meter. The Chairman said that the matter of dolphin mortality limits (DMLs) should be considered, and Dr. James Joseph, Director of the IATTC, said that the IRP needed to meet briefly to approve an overall DML for 1999. The representative of Mexico asked whether all vessels which have requested DMLs actually existed, and Dr. Joseph said that they did.

6. Report of the working group on establishing per-stock, per-year dolphin mortality limits

The Chairman called attention to two documents, Report of the Chairperson, Econ. Nancy Cely Icaza, of the IATTC Working Group on Per-stock, Per-year Dolphin Mortality Limits and Review of Dolphin Stocks in the Eastern Pacific and Allocation of Per-stock, Per-year Limits under the Agreement on the International Dolphin Conservation Program, prepared by the IATTC staff. Dr. Martin A. Hall of the IATTC staff summarized the contents of the second document. He explained the formula for calculating $N_{min}$, discussed the five options on page 5 of that document, explained the difference between “incidental” and “accidental” mortality, and discussed the problem of mixed herds of dolphins. He pointed out that the annual mortality due to fishing exceeded 0.1 percent of $N_{min}$ for only two stocks of dolphins, northeastern spotted dolphins and coastal spotted dolphins, in 1997, and that in each case 0.1 percent of $N_{min}$ was only slightly exceeded. The Chairman called for comments and questions on Dr. Hall’s presentation. In the ensuing discussion most of the representatives agreed that limits should be set on the mortalities of the seven stocks of dolphins (northeastern offshore and western-southern offshore spotted dolphins, eastern and whitebelly spinner dolphins, and northern, central, and southern common dolphins) which associate most often with yellowfin, rather than for all the stocks of marine mammals which have been encircled during purse-seining operations. It was agreed that accidental mortalities of dolphins should be disregarded. It was further agreed that the working group would meet in conjunction with the 20th IRP meeting in January 1999.

7. Report of the working group on establishing tuna tracking and verification system

The Chairman called upon Ms. Cain to introduce this subject. She said that the working group had prepared a document describing the proposed tracking system (Appendix 3). The Chairman then called upon the representative of Mexico, who summarized the document. The representative of the United States asked about the brackets and italics in the document, and the representative of Mexico replied that the paper contained alternative proposals for segregating or not segregating yellowfin caught in dolphin-safe and other sets. The representative of the United States observed that (1) the proposal that individual vessels report only the weights of dolphin-safe and non-dolphin safe fish may not meet the goal of making it possible to market yellowfin tuna freely, (2) the document should be more specific in regard to periodic checks, and (3) landing of fish in ports not contiguous to the eastern Pacific Ocean might cause problems. After a brief discussion, it was agreed that a meeting of the working group on tuna tracking would be
held in Mazatlan, Mexico, during the first week of December 1998, and that invitations to attend this meeting would be sent out by the staff of the IATTC.

8. Other business

There was no other business to discuss.

9. Adjournment of the meeting

The meeting was adjourned on October 17, 1998, at 1:45 p.m.
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1. Opening of the meeting
2. Election of a Chairman
3. Approval of the Agenda
4. Status of effort to ratify the Agreement on the International Dolphin Conservation Program
5. Report of the International Review Panel
6. Report of the working group on establishing per-stock, per-year dolphin mortality limits
7. Report of the working group on establishing a tuna tracking and verification system
8. Other business
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INTERNATIONAL REVIEW PANEL

WORKING GROUP ON TUNA TRACKING AND VERIFICATION

This document describes a system for tracking tuna caught in the eastern Pacific Ocean (EPO) by vessels fishing under the Agreement on the International Dolphin Conservation Program (IDCP). The sole purpose of this system is to enable “dolphin safe” tuna, defined as tuna captured in sets in which there was no mortality or serious injury of dolphins, to be distinguished from “non-dolphin safe” tuna, defined as tuna captured in sets in which such mortality or serious injury occurred, from the time it is caught to the time it is ready for retail sale. To this end the system shall be based on Tuna Tracking Forms (TTF), a uniform document to be developed for use by all Parties to the IDCP Agreement.

The IATTC shall be responsible for issuing these forms, which shall be in both English and Spanish, to the national authority designated by each Party as responsible for implementation of the tracking program, in sufficient quantity to be used throughout the EPO among the Parties. Each TTF will have a unique serial number (the “control number”), which will correspond to a single trip by a vessel.

The IATTC shall maintain records of the control numbers of the TTFs issued to each national authority, but it shall be the responsibility of the national authority to establish and maintain the systems, databases, and regulations necessary to implement the system within its own borders.

Within one year following entry into force of the IDCP Agreement, each Party shall provide to the Secretariat a report detailing the tracking program established by that Party under its national laws and regulations.

TUNA TRACKING FORMS (TTFs)

1. A TTF shall be identified by the control number and the number of the trip to which it corresponds, and shall have provision for recording and endorsing the information described below and any other information which would enable the contents of any the vessel’s wells to be identified as dolphin safe or non-dolphin safe.

2. At least two TTFs shall be issued to the vessel captain at the beginning of each trip by the competent national authority. All dolphin safe tuna caught during that trip shall be recorded on one TTF, and all non-dolphin safe tuna on the other.

3. After a trip, the original TTFs, with total confirmed quantities of tuna unloaded or transshipped from that trip, shall be retained by the competent national authority. Each Party shall maintain the information from the TTFs on a central database.

LOADING TUNA AT SEA

1. [At sack up during each set, and prior to brailing or loading of fish aboard the vessel and into wells, the observer determines whether or not dolphin mortality or serious injury has occurred in the set and notifies the captain immediately of his determination.

2. On the basis of the observer determination, the tuna is designated either dolphin safe or non-dolphin safe, and is brailed and loaded into a prepared well or wells which already contain either dolphin safe tuna or non-dolphin safe tuna, as applicable, or into a prepared but empty well or wells which shall then be designated dolphin safe or non-dolphin safe, as applicable.

3. In the event that dolphin mortality or serious injury is identified subsequent to the observer determination referenced in paragraph 1, the well or wells into which the tuna from that set was loaded shall be designated a non-dolphin safe well or wells for the rest of the trip. However, any dolphin safe tuna already in that well or
wells will still be considered dolphin safe, and will be unloaded as such after estimated quantities of non-dolphin safe tuna are unloaded from on top of it.

4. At the completion of brailing, when there is no further question as to whether the tuna is dolphin safe or not, the vessel captain and the observer shall both record and initial on the corresponding TTF their estimates of the quantity of tuna loaded into each well in that set.

5. Within a reasonable period after the completion of loading of non-dolphin safe tuna, the observer may confirm, the number(s) of the well(s) receiving the tuna by noting the subsequent change in temperature in the well(s).]  

2. [At the completion of brailing and loading of the catch into wells, when there is no further question as to whether the tuna is dolphin safe or not, the vessel captain and the observer shall both record and initial on the corresponding TTF their estimates of the quantity of tuna loaded in that set.]

TRANSSHIPMENTS AT SEA

1. A vessel transshipping tuna to another vessel at sea in the course of a trip shall provide the receiving vessel with a document specifying the corresponding control number, and the quantity and dolphin safe status of the fish being transshipped. The transshipping document shall be endorsed by the captain and observer of both the transferring and receiving vessels.

2. If both dolphin safe and non-dolphin safe tuna are transshipped, the two shall be kept physically separate aboard the receiving vessel.

PARTIAL UNLOADINGS

1. A vessel that interrupts a fishing trip to enter port will be considered to have completed the trip if it remains in port for 21 days or if it unloads two-thirds or more of its catch. Otherwise, the same trip will recommence when the vessel leaves port after unloading part of its catch, and the vessel captain shall retain the TTFs for use during the remainder of the trip.

2. The unloading of a portion of a trip’s catch in port shall be completed and documented in accordance with the unloading procedures defined in this document, except that the vessel captain shall provide the purchaser and the national authority with a completed and signed transshipping document and copies of the corresponding TTFs.

UNLOADING

1. Prior to unloading, the vessel captain shall provide sufficient notice of the vessel’s intended place and schedule of unloading to the national authorities responsible for monitoring the unloading of that tuna under the laws and regulations of the Party under whose jurisdiction the vessel operates.

2. The national authority referred to in paragraph 1 shall be responsible for documenting the unloading of the tuna and recording the total confirmed scale weight on each TTF, and shall take possession of the original TTFs for entry of the information into a database and for continued tracking of that tuna.

3. [Dolphin safe and non-dolphin safe tuna shall be loaded into separate bins. Each bin shall be identified with the corresponding control number, the name of the vessel, trip number, and confirmed scale weight.]

3. [Once the total scale weight of tuna unloaded is confirmed, it is compared with the average of the estimated weights recorded on the TTF by the vessel captain and the observer at sea. If the confirmed scale weight is greater than the estimated weight, the difference between these quantities shall be prorated as dolphin safe and non-dolphin safe tuna in the same proportions as the rest of the tuna unloaded from that trip.]
4. *Dolphin safe and non-dolphin safe tuna shall be loaded into separate bins. Each bin shall be identified with the corresponding control number, the name of the vessel, trip number, and confirmed scale weight.*

4. [5.] The national authority shall provide a number of certified copies of each of the two TTFs to the representative of the vessel. Each sale of a portion of the catch must be accompanied by a certified copy of the corresponding TTF, which will accompany the fish through every step of processing. Any transfer of ownership shall be recorded on the TTF, and the transferring party shall be responsible for reporting the transfer to the competent national authority, specifying the TTF control number, the quantity (scale weight) of tuna being transferred and the recipient.

5. [6.] The competent national authorities of the Parties shall determine means by which to document, within this system, tuna unloaded by purse-seine vessels operating in the EPO but not covered by the Agreement. Tracking shall include confirmation of unloaded weight and, at the discretion of each Party, review of the vessel logbook.

**STORAGE, PROCESSING, AND MARKETING**

1. Any change in ownership of any unprocessed tuna covered by a control number shall be accompanied by a certified copy of the TTF and shall be reported to the competent national authority.

2. During processing, dolphin safe and non-dolphin safe tuna shall not be processed on the same lines at the same time.

3. Processors shall retain the certified copies of TTFs corresponding to tuna they process, and shall maintain records complete enough to allow the lot numbers of processed tuna to be traced back to the corresponding TTF control number or numbers.

4. Processed dolphin safe tuna destined for export shall be accompanied by appropriate certification of such status issued by the competent national authority, including reference to the corresponding TTF control number or numbers.

**PERIODIC AUDITS AND SPOT CHECKS**

Pursuant to Article V, paragraph 1(f) and Annex IX, paragraph 1(f) of the IDCP Agreement, the Parties shall establish a program to track and verify tuna harvested by vessels in the Agreement Area that includes periodic audits and spot checks for caught, landed and processed tuna products, and that provides timely access to relevant data.